1. Introduction {#sec1-brainsci-09-00298}
===============

Violent behaviour is a major social and public health problem in most parts of the world \[[@B1-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Consequently, the identification and effective management of individuals who present with violent or aggressive behaviours are of paramount importance. Aggression can be symptomatic of a variety of underlying psychiatric and neurological illnesses \[[@B1-brainsci-09-00298],[@B2-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Aggression is also shaped by culture, the environment and societal factors \[[@B3-brainsci-09-00298]\]. To date, many clinicians and researchers have aimed to assess the effects and extent of aggression in individuals using self-report measures to determine whether individuals meet diagnostic criteria as described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5th Edition (DSM-5) \[[@B4-brainsci-09-00298]\] and the International Classification of Diseases 10th revision (ICD-10) \[[@B5-brainsci-09-00298]\]. These methods of assessment comprise almost exclusively of traditional questionnaires and face-to-face interviews, allowing the clinician or researcher to make a diagnosis. A major weakness of these methods is that, even when several measures are taken, they rely predominantly on conscious self-report, which has been shown to have inherent biases mainly due its subjective nature \[[@B6-brainsci-09-00298]\]. These biases are most highly evident when the individual discusses behaviour subject to social disapproval, termed social desirability bias \[[@B7-brainsci-09-00298],[@B8-brainsci-09-00298],[@B9-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Conscious explicit responses (derived from questionnaires and face-to-face interviews) can be modified over several stages of processing and may not accurately reflect what might be occurring on a level below conscious awareness. Several papers have pinpointed the influence the non-conscious has on our consciously perceived reality \[[@B10-brainsci-09-00298],[@B11-brainsci-09-00298],[@B12-brainsci-09-00298],[@B13-brainsci-09-00298],[@B14-brainsci-09-00298]\]. One solution may be to try to identify neural substrates and mechanisms underlying the expression of aggressive behaviour \[[@B1-brainsci-09-00298]\].

It is important to recognise that aggression is by no means a unimodal behaviour. Several authors have postulated various types of aggression. For example, Moyer \[[@B15-brainsci-09-00298]\] examined the following aggression sub-categories: fear-induced aggression, maternal aggression, inter-male aggression, sexual aggression, irritable aggression, predatory aggression and territorial aggression. Many of these terms were formulated during animal studies in aggression; Siegel and Victoroff \[[@B1-brainsci-09-00298]\] state that human aggression is even harder to categorise as any one of the abovementioned categories could involve one or more types of aggressive behaviour. Siegel and Victoroff argued that the varieties of aggression listed above may be reduced to two main categories: affective aggression (which may also be called reactive, defensive or hostile aggression) and predatory aggression (which may be referred to as impulsive, proactive, premeditated or instrumental aggression). Predatory aggression differs from affective aggression, which is mostly associated with a threat or fear. In the present study, however, we determined self-report aggression as a unitary construct and did not categorise groups based on impulsivity. However, the Barratt impulsiveness scale \[[@B16-brainsci-09-00298]\] was provided to participants to determine if the cohort was more likely to be impulsive in nature if they self-reported higher aggressive tendencies.

As aggressive behaviour is often symptomatic of many other clinical disorders, clinicians may be faced with the challenge of assessing the presence and extent of aggression and aggressive subtypes. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5th Edition \[[@B4-brainsci-09-00298]\] (DSM-5) and the International Classification of Diseases 10th revision (ICD-10) \[[@B5-brainsci-09-00298]\] list behavioural and cognitive symptoms, the presence of which are typically assessed using self-report, behavioural observation and clinical interviewing. Although such methods are a useful way to determine an individual's conscious (subjective) emotional state, these methodologies are subject to biases through conscious deception or even the fact that emotional cognitive processes and biases can occur without conscious awareness \[[@B13-brainsci-09-00298],[@B14-brainsci-09-00298],[@B17-brainsci-09-00298]\]. The act of explicitly delivering responses requires conscious cognitive processing, which incorporates a coordinated use of sub-cortical brain processes and conscious cortical brain processing. Walla et al. \[[@B11-brainsci-09-00298]\] labelled this phenomenon cognitive pollution.

It has been demonstrated that information consciously reported via self-report does not always correspond to what is recorded objectively. For the purpose of this study objectively means recorded not through verbal report, but via some sort of objective physiological measure. It is also assumed that physiological measures (e.g., electroencephalography (EEG), startle reflex modulation (SRM), etc.) that are sensitive to neural processing have the potential to reflect information processing outside language access, which in turn can be labelled non-conscious. However, of course we cannot claim that anything recorded objectively is naturally non-conscious. Regarding discrepancies between self-report (subjective) and objective measures a lot of insight so far has come from studies that utilised startle reflex modulation (SRM) to present such findings. SRM is a technique in which a short, unexpected burst of auditory white noise (usually around 100--110 dB) is presented to each ear of unsuspecting participants while they are exposed to a controlled foreground stimulus depicting varying affective content \[[@B18-brainsci-09-00298]\]. The resultant startle response, measured by the intensity and latency of the eye blink reflex, pertains to raw affective information processing and is usually determined by the appetitive nature of the affective foreground stimulus. Lang et al. \[[@B19-brainsci-09-00298]\] showed that the magnitude of the eye blink recorded resulted in smaller blinks if the foreground stimulus was appetitive and larger when the foreground stimulus was aversive.

In studies using SRM, raw affective state has been investigated in various different contexts such as marketing, walking in urban environments, schizophrenia, psychopathy, food preferences and disabilities \[[@B20-brainsci-09-00298]\]. SRM has also been suggested as an additional technique for various disciplines outside the neurosciences \[[@B21-brainsci-09-00298],[@B22-brainsci-09-00298],[@B23-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Grahl et al. \[[@B24-brainsci-09-00298]\] utilised both self-report measures and SRM to determine if bottle shape elicits a variation in gender-specific affective responses. They showed that although subjective self-reports showed no differences between males and females, a significant gender effect was noted in the SRM blink amplitude of male respondents to a particular shape of bottle. They concluded that physiological measures of raw affective responses may be sensitive to emotional cues which are not revealed by conscious self-report. Additionally, it was shown that participants altered their behaviour depending on whether they were subliminally exposed to a happy, neutral or angry face stimulus \[[@B12-brainsci-09-00298]\]. By these authors it was posited that the subliminally presented emotion faces caused affective reactions which altered behaviour without conscious awareness. Further studies involve those done by Allen, Trinder and Brennan \[[@B25-brainsci-09-00298]\]. They investigated the modulation of the startle effect in depressed and non-depressed participants and showed that the self-reported valence of presented images remained similar across both depressed and non-depressed groups. However, the SRM demonstrated clear between group differences. Another recent study by Walla, Koller, Brenner and Bosshard \[[@B26-brainsci-09-00298]\] used varying rounds of evaluative conditioning of liked and disliked brands and found that conditioning effects resulted in selective differences in self-report versus SRM measures. These findings further support the notion that objectively accessible processes play a pivotal role in our behaviour regardless of conscious awareness.

It appears that questionnaires and other self-report tools can provide quick and reliable information about cognitive processes occurring on a conscious level. However, they only capture what may be a fraction of an individual's psyche. It is therefore timely to examine whether we can use objective physiological measures to observe differences in brain processes that are inaccessible when using conscious self-report measures.

Event-related potentials (ERPs) provide a method by which we can examine language-independent processes that are not necessarily leading to actual behaviour and yet reflect information processing involved in decision-making processes. ERPs provide an easily obtainable and non-invasive method to study neural activity and, due to ERPs advantages in temporal resolution, real-time discrimination of cortical processes \[[@B27-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Studies examining the ERPs of aggressive individuals predominantly identify the P300 component as a marker of aggression. The P300 component appears to reflect perceptual processing used to identify stimulus relevance \[[@B28-brainsci-09-00298]\]. This includes latency, which measures evaluation time, and amplitude, which relates to the ability to process a stimulus. Lower amplitude P300 is suggestive of less efficient cognitive functioning \[[@B29-brainsci-09-00298]\]. The P300 wave is associated with higher order cognitive functioning, and working memory is typically reduced in those who present with impulsive aggressive tendencies when presented with an oddball task \[[@B27-brainsci-09-00298],[@B30-brainsci-09-00298],[@B31-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Gerstle et al. \[[@B32-brainsci-09-00298]\] demonstrated that within the normal population, individuals who self-reported as being impulsive aggressive presented with significantly lower P300 amplitude in frontal electrode sites compared with nonaggressive controls. In contrast, individuals who presented as being premeditated aggressors did not show the reduced P300 component characteristic of impulsively aggressive individuals \[[@B33-brainsci-09-00298],[@B34-brainsci-09-00298]\]. This suggests that the P300 could serve as a marker specific to individuals who present with aggression of an impulsive nature \[[@B35-brainsci-09-00298]\].

The N400 component of the ERP has also been studied in populations of aggressive individuals. Gagnon et al. \[[@B36-brainsci-09-00298]\] measured the neural activity associated with violating expectations about hostile and non-hostile intentions in aggressive and non-aggressive groups. Aggressive individuals produced a larger N400 response compared to controls when exposed to a critical word which violated a hostile expectation. Additionally, aggressive individuals showed an enhanced late positive potential (LPP) when hostile scenarios took place in a non-hostile context. The LPP is a sustained positivity in the ERP usually in the central and parietal regions of the scalp, and it is a marker for processing affective content \[[@B37-brainsci-09-00298]\]. In general, a larger LPP effect for individuals who report as being more aggressive has been observed \[[@B36-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Most studies tend to focus on the P300 component as it is considered to be a more reliable indicator of violence \[[@B31-brainsci-09-00298]\], which is why we will focus on this ERP component in the discussion section (see below).

A search of the literature revealed no studies investigating startle effects of violent or aggressive individuals within non-clinical populations. In all cases where startle was studied, the target behaviour (aggression/violence) was symptomatic of some other disorder. Several studies have utilised SRM to study particular clinical groups which present with violence and/or aggression as a symptom of their condition, these being criminal psychopathy \[[@B38-brainsci-09-00298],[@B39-brainsci-09-00298]\], schizophrenia \[[@B40-brainsci-09-00298],[@B41-brainsci-09-00298]\], antisocial personality disorder \[[@B39-brainsci-09-00298],[@B41-brainsci-09-00298],[@B42-brainsci-09-00298]\] and borderline personality disorder \[[@B43-brainsci-09-00298]\], among others. Hazlett et al. \[[@B44-brainsci-09-00298]\] showed that patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD) exhibited larger eye blink responses to unpleasant but not neutral words. The authors suggested that individuals suffering from BPD respond to aversive stimuli as a result of an exaggerated physiological effect. Patrick et al. \[[@B38-brainsci-09-00298]\] used SRM to determine the emotional responding of criminal psychopaths and found the psychopathy group did not show the clear linear relationship between slide valences and startle magnitude as was evident in the non-psychopathic and mixed subject controls. This suggested the psychopathy group had an abnormality in the processing of emotional stimuli.

The present study aimed to determine whether individuals present with differences between their subjective self-reported measures and objective physiological recordings. It was hypothesised that participants with higher levels of self-reported aggression would show attenuated P300 and LPP amplitudes as well as startle responses to emotion images exhibiting negative affect ('violent' and 'unpleasant') than participants with lower levels of self-reported aggression. It was also hypothesised that there would be no differences in deliberate self-reported valence and arousal responses to the emotion images between participants with high aggression and lower aggression, which is based on previous findings that showed physiological effects in the absence of behavioural effects regarding emotion-related information processing (e.g., \[[@B24-brainsci-09-00298]\]). Valence refers to the concept of approach versus withdraw or in other words it reflects positive versus negative aspects of a stimulus whereas arousal means a state along the line between calm and excited.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-brainsci-09-00298}
========================

2.1. Participants {#sec2dot1-brainsci-09-00298}
-----------------

Participants were 52 male students enrolled at the University of Newcastle, Australia with an age range between 18 and 30 years (mean (M) = 21.13; standard deviation (SD) = 2.93). Participants reporting an age outside of this range were automatically taken to the end of the survey and were unable to proceed. Participants provided informed written consent and were native English speakers, right-handed, had no known history of neuropathology, no history of being a victim of physical/sexual abuse, no history of being incarcerated in a penitentiary and were not taking any nervous system targeting medication such as stimulants or anti-depressants. The project was approved by the University of Newcastle Human Research Ethics Committee (H-2013-0309).

2.2. Participant Demographics {#sec2dot2-brainsci-09-00298}
-----------------------------

Our cohort consisted of a largely homogeneous sample of undergraduate and postgraduate students at an Australian University. A majority of the participants were students who had completed at least a secondary school level of education, were either living with a partner or had never been married and identified themselves as being Caucasian born in Australia (see [Table 1](#brainsci-09-00298-t001){ref-type="table"}).

2.3. Measures {#sec2dot3-brainsci-09-00298}
-------------

### 2.3.1. Online Questionnaire {#sec2dot3dot1-brainsci-09-00298}

An online questionnaire was administered to determine self-report measures prior to physiological testing. The online questionnaire was created using Lime Survey \[[@B45-brainsci-09-00298]\] and included demographic questions, a modified version of the Buss--Durkee Hostility Inventory (BDHI) \[[@B46-brainsci-09-00298]\], Snyder Self-Monitoring Scale-Revised \[[@B47-brainsci-09-00298]\] and Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS-11) \[[@B16-brainsci-09-00298]\]. The BDHI was modified from its original publication by grouping all questions into sub-groups under relevant headings. This was done intentionally to determine if any conscious self-monitoring effects could be seen, as participants would know exactly what component of their own aggressive traits were being measured. This could then be compared to scores obtained by the Snyder Self-Monitoring Scale. Total scores for the modified Buss--Durkee Hostility Inventory were determined by following the scoring protocol outlined by Buss and Durkee \[[@B46-brainsci-09-00298]\]. A median split of total BDHI score was utilised to determine 'high' and 'low' aggressive individuals. The BIS-11 and Snyder self-monitoring questionnaires were used to determine if there was any relationship between total scores for these measures and 'high' and 'low' aggression. The questionnaire took 20--25 min to complete.

### 2.3.2. Stimuli {#sec2dot3dot2-brainsci-09-00298}

The experiment used 150 images obtained from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) \[[@B48-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Each image was categorised into 1 of 5 emotion categories: violent, neutral, pleasant, unpleasant and erotic. Each emotion category contained 30 images. Each emotion category differed in normative valence (M = 7.3 erotic, 3.22 violent, 5.09 neutral, 7.38 pleasant, 2.01 unpleasant) and arousal (M = 6.76 erotic, 5.94 violent, 4.53 neutral, 5.94 pleasant, 5.95 unpleasant) ratings (scale range 1--9; all normative values based on data acquired from Lang, Bradley and Cuthbert \[[@B48-brainsci-09-00298]\]). In order to increase the chance for possible effects, we selected the emotion categories on the basis of differences in valence and arousal combinations. The erotic and pleasant categories have similar valence, but different arousal levels whereas the violent and unpleasant categories have similar arousal, but different valence levels (as taken from the IAPS). This mix in valence/arousal combinations was meant to optimise chances to find possible effects related to self-reported aggression.

### 2.3.3. EEG Recordings {#sec2dot3dot3-brainsci-09-00298}

Brain potential changes were recorded using a 64-channel BioSemiActiveTwo system and ActiView software (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) at a rate of 2048 samples/s. Electrode layout conformed to the international 10--20 standard of electrode placement and all electrodes were finally referenced to a common average signal. Additional electrodes were placed latera-locularly, supra-ocularly, infra-ocularly and on the mastoids for reference and to monitor eye blinks. Data sets were batch processed using EEG-Display (version 6.4.8; Fulham, Newcastle, Australia). During processing the sampling rate was downsampled to 256 samples/s and filtered from 0.1 Hz to 30 Hz. ERP epochs were defined in relation to the presentation of each IAPS image from −100 ms pre-stimulus to 1000 ms post-stimulus onset. All epochs were baseline corrected with the correction occurring 100 ms prior to stimulus onset and data points along the ERP were reduced to 15 data points along the first second post-stimulus presentation.

### 2.3.4. Startle Reflex Modulation Recordings {#sec2dot3dot4-brainsci-09-00298}

Orbicularis oculi muscle potential changes as responses to startle probe presentations were measured. Startle responses were measured using a Nexus-10 (produced by Mind Media BV, Louis Eijssenweg 2B, 6049CD Herten, The Netherlands) recording device and Bio-trace + software. Two 4 mm bipolar electromyography (EMG) electrodes were attached to the left eye of each participant and potential changes of the musculus orbicularis oculi were measured at a sampling rate of 2048/s with a band pass filter of 20--500 Hz during the recording. Electrodes were placed with approximately 20 mm spacing on the inferior orbicularis oculi of the left eye. The raw EMG data was then converted into amplitudes using the root mean square (RMS) calculation. Startle blink amplitude value was defined as the peak rise in the EMG wave across startle trials upon stimulus presentation. Each image category (violent, neutral, pleasant, unpleasant and erotic) contained 5 images which were paired with a startle probe (total 25 startle probes during the experiment). Startle probes were presented binaurally at 110 dB using headphones (Sennheiser HD280; Sennheiser Australia, Chatswood 2067 NSW, Australia).

### 2.3.5. Explicit Responses {#sec2dot3dot5-brainsci-09-00298}

Explicit responses (ratings) during the experimental stage for both valence and arousal were determined by each participant for each image presented. Participants rated each image using a Likert scale from 1--9 for valence (1 = very pleasant; 9 = very unpleasant) and arousal (1 = very intense; 9 = very calming). Scores for each emotion category were averaged for each individual for analytical statistics and then grand averaged across respective 'high' and 'low' groups for displaying findings.

2.4. Experimental Task and Procedure {#sec2dot4-brainsci-09-00298}
------------------------------------

Upon completing the online questionnaire, participants were asked to complete the remainder of the experiment at the Functional Neuroimaging Laboratory (University of Newcastle, Newcastle, Australia). Each participant was seated approximately 50 cm in front of a 32" light-emitting diode (LED) monitor (resolution 1024 × 768 pixels) and fitted with the Biosemi EEG electrode system and Biotrace electrodes for startle reflex modulation. To visually present instructions and visual stimuli, a computer program presentation (NeuroBehavioral Systems, Albany, NY, USA) was used. Stimuli presentation and all physiological recordings were conducted by the researcher from a separate room.

Each participant was provided with a brief overview of the experiment and asked to read the instructions on the screen before beginning. Headphones were placed over the participant's ears and the lights in the room were dimmed slightly to allow for adequate focus on the screen. Upon commencement, participants each viewed all 150 IAPS images, randomly ordered, and rated each image based on valence and arousal. Each image was presented for 5 s, followed by the valence rating scale and then the arousal rating scale. Participants were allowed to take their time with the rating of each but were instructed to try not to think about it too much and to provide their most instinctive response. Upon the rating of each scale, a fixation cross appeared in the centre of the screen for 1 s before the following image was presented. Startle probes occurred randomly but with at least a 40 s time window between consecutive startle probes. If and when a startle probe was to be paired with an image it would occur on the 4th second following image onset to ensure adequate affect. Physiological and explicit measures were taken from each participant for all 150 IAPS images with a short break offered to the participants during the halfway point to help reduce the effects of fatigue

2.5. Statistical Analysis {#sec2dot5-brainsci-09-00298}
-------------------------

The principle analysis for all separate measures (startle responses, valence ratings, arousal ratings, ERPs) was a general linear repeated measures ANOVA (analysis of variance) with a 5 by 2 design with the within-subject factor of emotion including five levels (pleasant, unpleasant, erotic, violent and neutral) and the between-subject factor of each group including two levels (low self-reported aggression, high self-reported aggression). For each event-related potential, of particular interest was the change in ERP amplitude (µV) across frontal, central and parietal regions of the brain calculated for each of the 15 time points separately (in ms after stimulus onset). For ERP analysis, an additional within subject factor of hemisphere (AF3/4, C3/4 and P3/4) was also used to determine hemispheric asymmetry effects. Electrode locations were selected on the basis of prior findings relevant to this study (see \[[@B49-brainsci-09-00298]\]). Mean values per emotion category were utilised for the general repeated measures model for the analysis of startle amplitudes and explicit measures (valence and arousal ratings). To correct for violations of sphericity across all calculations, the Greenhouse--Geisser procedure was utilised. Corrected values were reported for *p*-values in instances where sphericity was not met. Simple contrasts with Bonferroni corrections were used to determine the direction of any significant main effects.

3. Results {#sec3-brainsci-09-00298}
==========

3.1. Self-Reported Aggression, Impulsivity and Self-Monitoring {#sec3dot1-brainsci-09-00298}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Descriptive statistics of participant responses to the questionnaire can be seen in [Table 2](#brainsci-09-00298-t002){ref-type="table"}. Participant groups were divided based on a median split of BDHI total score. Individuals whose total score on the BDHI was above 29 were put into the 'high' group and those who scored below 29 were put into the 'low' group. There were no scores of 29 on the BDHI in our cohort. Mean ages did not significantly differ between groups. Importantly, one-way independent ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference between low and high groups with regards to Snyder total score (F(1,50) = 2.421, *p* = 0.126). However, analysis did reveal that those in the high aggressive group scored significantly higher in the impulsivity scale (F(1, 50) = 7.644, *p* = 0.008).

3.2. Explicit Responses {#sec3dot2-brainsci-09-00298}
-----------------------

Results obtained from the general linear model for the explicit valence and arousal ratings did not show a significant group by emotion interaction for either valence scores (F(1.574) = 0.441, *p* = 0.597) or arousal scores (F(2.041) = 0.632, *p* = 0.536; see [Figure 1](#brainsci-09-00298-f001){ref-type="fig"}A,B).

3.3. Physiological Measures {#sec3dot3-brainsci-09-00298}
---------------------------

### 3.3.1. Startle Reflex Modulation (SRM) {#sec3dot3dot1-brainsci-09-00298}

Results were only obtained for *N* = 50 participants due to faulty channels. Both excluded cases were from the low aggression group. Startle reflex modulation results showed no significant group effect of amplitude over any emotion condition (F(3.456) = 0.678, *p* = 0.587, *η*^2^ = 0.014, observed power = 0.203; see [Figure 2](#brainsci-09-00298-f002){ref-type="fig"}). However, as can be seen in [Figure 2](#brainsci-09-00298-f002){ref-type="fig"}, there are clear differences between the erotic and the violent conditions with all other conditions in between, a pattern that is expected based on prior SRM findings.

### 3.3.2. Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) {#sec3dot3dot2-brainsci-09-00298}

Following artefact correction, the number of trials included in the analysis for the 'pleasant' category ranged from 15--30 trials with a mean of 25.7. For the 'violent' category, the number of trials following artefact correction ranged from 14--30 trials with a mean of 26.10. Group by emotion effects reaching the threshold of significance were seen at 94 ms at frontal sites (F(3.76, 188.16) = 2.47, *p* = 0.05; *η*^2^ = 0.047; observed power = 0.678). No further significant within subject effects were noted in the EEG analysis across analysed electrode sites. Simple contrasts, however, revealed significant ERP group by emotion interaction effects for 'pleasant' versus 'violent' emotion categories between 484−1000 ms at frontal electrode sites. Contrasts further revealed significant effects between the same two emotion categories in central sites at 484 ms and 875--1000 ms and posterior sites at 406--1000 ms ([Table 3](#brainsci-09-00298-t003){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 3](#brainsci-09-00298-f003){ref-type="fig"}). Significant effects across all time periods are shown; however, for the purposes of the current manuscript, only significant later ERP effects will be discussed. The absence of main group effects is interpreted as a result of rather focused ERP differences.

4. Discussion {#sec4-brainsci-09-00298}
=============

The present study aimed to determine whether a particular sub-section of the general population, characterised only by their self-reported aggressive tendencies, differed in their conscious evaluation of emotional stimuli compared to objectively measured neurophysiological reaction to the same stimuli. By utilising a triangulation approach incorporating explicit rating measures (which require conscious, evaluative reasoning and responding via cortical brain processing), SRM (which is a measure of raw, affective information processing and is sensitive to sub-cortical brain processes), and EEG (which measures cortical graded potential changes of pyramidal cells), we were able to demonstrate that our participants differed in their subjective rating and their objectively measured neural responses to affective stimuli.

Event-related potential analysis showed significant group effects related to differences between the 'pleasant' and 'violent' emotion conditions across both hemispheres between both groups. Upon visual inspection of the curves in the frontal areas of the brain, the ERPs of the 'pleasant' and 'violent' emotion categories appear to follow a similar trajectory in the high aggression group which then separates in the left hemisphere approximately 800 ms post-stimulus onset. In the low aggression group, both curves ('pleasant' and 'violent') appear to follow a similar trajectory across both hemispheres but remain separate throughout the 1000 ms epoch studied. Much like the results obtained in the present study, Gagnon et al. \[[@B36-brainsci-09-00298]\] showed a similar response among aggressive individuals who responded with a larger N400 than their non-aggressive controls when both groups were presented with a critical word which violated a hostile expectation. The increased negative attenuation of the ERP amplitudes, noted in later time periods of the high aggression group to images portraying violence, may be due to increased attention payed to the image. Since individuals who are low aggressors are perhaps less likely to view violent images, the larger amplitude of their ERP is perhaps indicative of an increased motivational relevance due to the perception of threatening stimuli. Though not statistically significant, visual inspection of the curves obtained also showed that the high aggression group showed a decreased frontal response to the 'violent' images. These results can be compared with a study performed by Lu et al. \[[@B42-brainsci-09-00298]\] who demonstrated that highly aggressive individuals in their study reacted to threat-based stimuli (fearful faces) with a decreased fronto-central response compared with individuals with low aggression. The authors stated that this immediate reaction to threat-based stimuli was due to a fearful face representing a threat-based stimulus which requires a quick response. Heading more posteriorly to central and parietal sites, similar trends between the 'pleasant' and 'violent' emotion conditions can be seen. The ERP of the 'violent' emotion category appears to be more attenuated in the high aggressive group and so follows a similar trajectory to the ERP curve of the 'pleasant' condition, whereas the ERP curves of the 'violent' and 'pleasant' conditions remain separate in the low aggressive group. Although interesting, these findings are difficult to compare with previous studies on aggression. The vast majority of studies previously performed focused largely on the P300 component. They overwhelmingly show that highly aggressive individuals tend to show a more inhibited (smaller amplitude) P300 response than low aggressive individuals \[[@B31-brainsci-09-00298],[@B50-brainsci-09-00298],[@B51-brainsci-09-00298],[@B52-brainsci-09-00298],[@B53-brainsci-09-00298]\]. These studies posit the idea that the smaller P300 component may be due to cognitive deficits \[[@B51-brainsci-09-00298]\] or be associated with increases of aggression. Wang et al. \[[@B52-brainsci-09-00298]\] stated that this effect may imply a reduction in brain activity which has been known to reflect activation of the averse motivational system which can be linked to aggressive behaviour \[[@B54-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Present findings found statistically meaningful differences at the P300 component. Furthermore, rather prolonged statistically meaningful results were found post 300 ms. An explanation of the observed findings may be that, changes were seen in later time periods due to variations in meaningfulness of the displayed emotion images between the groups. Alternatively, as a consequence of life experience, high aggressors may be somewhat less responsive to violent stimuli, due to desensitisation effects. This may prevent them in engaging cognitively with the stimulus, resulting in the observed attenuated ERP amplitudes.

It is pertinent to note that studies performed by Stanford et al. and by Barratt et al. \[[@B33-brainsci-09-00298],[@B34-brainsci-09-00298]\] showed that the reduced P300 component was only seen in impulsive aggressive individuals, prompting the idea that reduced P300 may only be characteristic of aggressive individuals who are impulsive and not premeditative \[[@B27-brainsci-09-00298]\]. The current study did not divide its sub-groups based on a combination of aggression and impulsivity scores. However, the authors did administer the BIS-11 \[[@B16-brainsci-09-00298]\] and found that participants in the high aggression group showed a higher mean score on the BIS-11 which may account for the diminished P300 in the ERPs for this group. Additionally, a study by Surguy and Bond \[[@B52-brainsci-09-00298]\], whilst also utilising the BDHI among a non-clinical population, revealed the same smaller amplitude P300 among higher aggressive individuals. They proposed that they may have seen greater differences in P300 amplitude had they recruited a cohort who may have scored more extreme on the scale. The mean BDHI scores within our high aggression cohort scored similarly, albeit slightly lower than those reported in the aforementioned study. Our study participants were younger than those studied by Surguy and Bond and were members of the general community, and not selected based on their aggression or hostility. It is therefore possible that our results may have been slightly diminished due to moderate rather than extreme levels of aggression in our sample as was also seen by Surguy and Bond \[[@B52-brainsci-09-00298]\].

As was expected, explicit valence and arousal ratings for all emotion categories showed no statistically significant differences between the low and high aggression groups. Several other studies have pinpointed the existence of similar results whereby conscious self-report often does not yield differing results among different sub-groups \[[@B24-brainsci-09-00298],[@B38-brainsci-09-00298],[@B54-brainsci-09-00298]\]. A possible explanation may be that the initial variation between high and low aggressive groups may not have been large enough to create a significant difference of conscious appraisal of emotional stimuli, as our cohort was drawn from a non-clinical population. Another possibility may be due to social desirability bias (SDB), whereby due to self-presentation concerns, respondents may have deliberately altered their ratings to more socially desirable ranges. The Snyder Self-Monitoring Scale was utilised to determine if either group was acutely more aware of how much they engaged in the expressive control of how they presented themselves in public. As both groups scored equally with no significant mean difference, it was evident that self-monitoring probably did not account for the non-significant results obtained from the explicit ratings. The conscious action-oriented nature of the valence and arousal ratings meant that our participants were required to consciously evaluate the emotion-laden images and determine their affective evaluation of the images presented. Knowingly, a multitude of implicit brain processes take place prior to initiating the conscious component of the task (explicit rating). This being so, it is evident that the two groups studied did not differ in their conscious interpretation, but they did differ in their objectively measured underlying brain processes elicited by the emotion images.

Startle reflex modulation also failed to show any significant main effects of group in the analysis. Perhaps self-reported aggression did not extend down to the sub-cortical areas of raw affective processing, accounting for the lack of significant differences between the high and low aggression groups. However, our study compared aggression using a median split within a non-clinical and non-forensic population. Therefore, the variation between high and low aggression within this cohort may have been insufficient to reveal differences in raw affective emotion processing, which SRM has demonstrated in comparisons between clinical and non-clinical populations \[[@B38-brainsci-09-00298],[@B40-brainsci-09-00298],[@B41-brainsci-09-00298],[@B42-brainsci-09-00298],[@B44-brainsci-09-00298]\]. SRM amplitude and latency have been shown to be higher and earlier respectively with increasing threat-related stimuli presentation with aggressive individuals generally presenting with an inhibited response to threat-related stimuli compared to matched controls \[[@B38-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Upon visual inspection of the startle curves, it can be seen that the 'erotic' and the 'violent' images have the smallest and largest peak amplitudes respectively across both groups. This finding is consistent with previous studies utilising this technique.

Despite the comprehensive nature of this study, there were unavoidable limitations. It should be noted that, by its nature, physiological measures may be a more sensitive measure of the physiological components of aggression than traditional self-report responses which are more sensitive to observable behaviours. This increased sensitivity does bring a potential statistical significance due to its inherent ability to pick up subtle changes in an individual's physiology. Self-report data, in comparison, lacks the ability to determine such subtleties which, in an investigation such as this, puts any data sourced from it at a disadvantage. Furthermore, an emerging framework spearheaded by Thomas and Sharp, propose utilising a "mechanistic approach" which aims to integrate biological and psychological phenomena to determine how psychological functions are characterised by biological structures. This may have provided further insight into the biological underpinnings of the conscious behavioural responses detected and hence, provided us with a more meaningful comparison of recording techniques. The present study, however, was unfortunately designed whereby both measures were recorded in isolation from each other temporally, which would make this comparison inconsequential. Future iterations of similar studies may look to design their studies with multiple recording instruments at temporally meaningful time points to allow for a more mechanistic approach to determine the biological structural underpinnings of psychological functions.

Additionally, many studies highlight the differences between premeditated and impulsive aggressive individuals, with physiological biomarkers such as the P300 being indicative of impulsive and not premeditative aggressors. Therefore, it may have been preferable to group this cohort into 'low BDHI' and 'low BIS11′ in order to determine physiological responses to impulsive aggressive individuals. As not all of the individuals who scored highly on the BDHI also scored highly on the BIS-11, this method would have meant we would have had to exclude several individuals from analysis and so, the authors chose to sacrifice this story for increased power during analysis and to look at aggression as a whole/unitary construct. Additionally, we utilised a modified version of the BDHI whereby we attempted to make it more apparent to our cohort that we were attempting to determine the extent of their aggressive traits with the hope they may intrinsically increase their self-monitoring. Future studies may wish to administer this questionnaire in its intended format as changing the format may have had an effect on self-monitoring as our cohort scored lower on the scale compared with similar studies which also utilised a normal population \[[@B53-brainsci-09-00298]\]. This also allows easier comparisons with previous literature providing more conclusive interpretations of results. Additionally, it may have been interesting to administer a questionnaire on social desirability (SD). As with aggression and violence, we are determining somewhat controversial and socially detested behaviours, and this is where social desirability has been shown to take precedence \[[@B7-brainsci-09-00298]\]. We aimed to decipher this by utilising the Snyder Self-Monitoring Scale, but as shown, the use of SD scales in questionnaire research influences results \[[@B55-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Future studies in this field may endeavour to utilise this construct. Authors should discuss the results and how they can be interpreted in perspective of previous studies and working hypotheses. The findings and their implications should be discussed in the broadest context possible. Future research directions may also be highlighted.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-brainsci-09-00298}
==============

Taken together, our results indicate that it is possible to differentiate individuals within a normal population based on trait aggression by presenting them with affectively relevant stimuli. It may be evident that, as Surguy and Bond \[[@B52-brainsci-09-00298]\] postulate, the differentiation between this normal population may be more complex than what could be revealed when comparing highly aggressive individuals or patient populations to controls. Since we were utilising effects determined from exposure to affect-inducing images, it may have been interesting to determine how much violent imagery our cohort is generally exposed to (by way of violent video games, movies, television shows, etc.) in addition to their self-report aggression. We may have been able to determine whether the physiological findings were not only caused by conscious appraisal of aggressive tendencies but also if they were characteristic of desensitisation effects to violent stimuli. It is known that there are observable physiological desensitisation effects attributable to increased exposure to violent stimuli \[[@B50-brainsci-09-00298],[@B56-brainsci-09-00298]\]. Due to speculation in the current study as to the relevance of self-report measures in determining aggression and aggressive tendencies, we believe that a multilevel approach involving measures which are sensitive to various levels of information processing is what is required in order to determine a more comprehensive model of understanding aggressive qualities in individuals. Future studies may look to further elaborate on the current study's results and introduce exposure levels to violent stimuli as another variable when looking at conscious versus non-conscious emotional appraisal in this sub-group. The ultimate aim is to develop better models and markers to determine etiological variants to better inform clinical and research practice.
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![(**A**) Explicit valence rating and (**B**) explicit arousal rating for each emotion category across low and high aggression groups. Note no significant differences were noted in explicit valence and arousal ratings between both high and low aggression groups. IAPS: International Affective Picture System.](brainsci-09-00298-g001){#brainsci-09-00298-f001}

![Startle reflex curves and column graphs for low (top graph) and high (bottom graph) aggression groups.](brainsci-09-00298-g002){#brainsci-09-00298-f002}

![Event-related potential (ERP) effects representing frontal (AF3/AF4), central (C3/C4) and parietal (P3/P4) locations across all emotion categories for low and high aggression use groups. Note significant effects for 'pleasant' versus 'violent' emotion categories between 94 and 1000 ms in frontal areas of the brain and between 328 and 1000 ms in the central and parietal regions.](brainsci-09-00298-g003){#brainsci-09-00298-f003}
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###### 

Demographic characteristics of sample.

  Variable                                   *N*   (%)
  ------------------------------------------ ----- ------
  **Marital Status**                               
  Married                                    1     1.9
  Never married                              39    75
  DeFacto/living with a partner              12    23.1
  **Highest Level of Completed Education**         
  Secondary school completed                 22    42.3
  Trade qualification                        1     1.9
  University or another tertiary study       29    55.8
  **Employment**                                   
  Part time                                  7     13.5
  Student                                    45    86.5
  **Country of Birth**                             
  Australia                                  47    90.4
  Other                                      5     9.6
  **Ethnicity \***                                 
  African                                    1     1.9
  Asian                                      2     3.8
  Caucasian                                  47    90.4
  Other                                      1     1.9

\* Not all sum due to non-responders.
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###### 

Descriptive statistics of total scores for low and high scoring groups based on the Buss--Durkee Hostility Inventory (BDHI) and in the total sample.

                 Low BDHI Scorers (*N* = 26)   High BDHI Scorers (*N* = 26)   Total Sample (*N* = 52)                   
  -------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------- ------- ------- -------
  Age            21.19                         3.48                           21.38                     2.68    21.00   3.1
  BDHI total     20.77                         5.98                           38.81                     8.94    29.79   11.81
  Snyder total   10.08                         3.57                           11.58                     3.38    10.82   3.52
  BIS-11 total   62.35 \*                      8.12                           70.12 \*                  11.81   66.23   10.77

\* Denotes significant differences between low and high aggression groups. SD: standard deviation; Snyder: Snyder Self-Monitoring Scale-Revised; BIS-11: Barratt Impulsivity Scale.
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###### 

Summary of significant ERP results for group by emotion across all significant time periods for pleasant versus violent emotion categories.

  Electrode Sites   Time (ms)   *p*-Value
  ----------------- ----------- -----------
                    94          0.05
                    484         0.045
                    641         0.011
  **AF3/AF4**       719         0.008
                    797         0.007
                    875         0.014
                    953         0.017
                    1031        0.012
                    484         0.026
  **C3/C4**         875         0.036
                    953         0.04
                    1031        0.017
                    406         0.044
                    484         0.015
  **P3/P4**         563         0.017
                    641         0.034
                    953         0.049
                    1031        0.015
